VIGOR G8 FUNCTIONAL TRAINER, POWER RACK, SMITH
MACHINE COMBO
SKU: VS-G8

PRODUCT
DESCRIPTION

The Vigor G8 has almost everything you need in free weight gym equipment. The G8 is one of a
kind and the future of elite gym training. Never before has there been another piece of free weight
gym equipment which can be used in as many ways as the Vigor G8 within the one piece of ﬂoor
space.
ALL IN ONE GYM
Power Rack
Smith Machine
Functional Trainer
Dip Station
Core Trainer
Equipment Storage
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SMITH MACHINE FUNCTION

Go heavy on it without having to worry about
safety, With the Dual safety smith hooks, now
you can grind at the comfort of your own
house.
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HALF RACK FUNCTION

02

DUAL ADJUSTABLE PULLEY
FUNCTION

Quick and easy pop pin functional adjustment,
equipped with handle for 1 handed operation.
Functional trainer weight holders are angled
upward ergonomically and have removable
sleeves to carry Standard or Olympic sized
weight plates.
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FOAM ROLLS

Comes with 2 x J hooks and 2 x Safeties catches
for use with Standard or Olympic barbell.

05

EXTREME CORE TRAINER
ACCESSORY

Use with olympic bar for pressing or rotation
exercises. Pair with T bar handle for rowing
exercises. Can be removed with not in use.

07

MULTI-GRIP CHIN UP BAR

Multiple grips to target diﬀerent muscle group
and add variaty to workout.

Use it for holding the body down when
performing lat pulldown.

06

QUAD-GLIDE ROLLERS

The smith machine, powered by Quad-Glide
rollers system, is ultra smooth, quiet and
maintenance free, putting conventional bearing
smith bar to shame.

08

ACCESSORIES

Attachment accessories included such as curl
bar, long straight bar, 2 x handle straps, tricep
rope, triangle handle, straight bar and ankle
strap. Storage holder on the G8 to keep your
training space tidy.

09

LASER ETCHED NUMBERING
AND WESTSIDE SPACING

Achieve the perfect lift-oﬀ and safety position
with its Laser-cut westside hole spacing. An
incredibly useful feature for precise placement
of J-Hooks and half rack spotter arm without
impeding your range of motion.
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10

LONG SPOTTER ARMS

Go heavy on it without having to worry about
safety with the spotter arm of 42cm length
which is longer than most other models in the
market.

STORAGE HOLDER

6 x Weight plate storages with removable sleeve to accept either Standard or Olympic sized weight
plates. 1 x barbell holder for standard and olympic barbell.
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NEW: 2 x 90kg weight stacks upgrade

Change the default plate loaded design to 2 x 90kg weight stack
Side facing weight storage upgrade, which makes it easier to load and unload
Additional barbell holder included

Customers' Setup

ADDITIONAL
INFORMATION

More Information
Warranty
Product Dimension

Mainframe: Lifetime, Other parts: 1 year
(WxLxH): 196 x 151 x 217cm

